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Bracelets were previously regarded as a delicate feminine jewelry which was worn on the wrists by
females. Earlier this ornament was carved in gold, silver or platinum. Females wore it to formal
occasions and celebrations. Nevertheless as fashion industry progressed, with time several new
trends were born and use of different materials became popular, leather being the most prominent
one. At present, female accessory market is flooded with different types of leather bracelets for
women.

Almost all the popular brands distribute these bracelets in combination with different materials. Any
female accessory is incomplete without a gleaming touch of precious metals to it. Therefore, silver,
gold, platinum, copper and other alloys were used for designing intricate designs on leather
bracelets. Silver leather bracelets were the most demanded pieces because silver was affordable
and goes with any dress code. While stylish females prefer a gaudy version with silver amulets and
shapes like heart, dolphins and crosses present on them, adventure loving chicks are crazy about
wristbands that have skulls, chains and horror elements on them. The simple looking professionals
opt for something plain and simple. Probably a slim red colored piece with studs located at regular
intervals.

These classy pieces were widely used by elder ladies, mostly employed professionals whoâ€™re fond of
experimenting with their accessories. Teenagers on the contrary, are fond of leather wrapped
bracelet. This trend was derived from hippie culture or cowboy period. Simple, extra wide and rough
looking wrap bands of black, scarlet, dark brown, auburn, russet and chocolate brown colors were
popular among girls within 14 to 17 years. These pieces were occasionally studded with large
central decoration or small, well-distributed studs or interlaced threads and was tightly fastened
around wrists. They were perfect for beach parties, outdoor picnics and girlâ€™s day out at country side.

Since friendship day bracelets are always synonymous with beads and interwoven threads, these
types of wristbands were widely used by young girls, mainly ones that were within 8 to 12 years.
Beaded wrap bracelet comprises of multicolored interlaced beads on plain leather base.
Sometimes, these beads were alternately placed with leather patches or balls to create a stylish
cum school look.

Due to evergreen traits of leather, it is possible to incorporate different materials and to implement
unique ideas to create a trendy armlet.

Most online shops and local suppliers prepare personalized wristbands on order. Customers can
select their favorite materials, colors, designing, length, size and clasping arrangement for
developing a bracelet as per their own choice. You can design a custom leather bracelet at home by
gathering your old, unwanted accessories and making something creative out of it. There are
number of blogs, websites and video tutorial tips to help you in this task.
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Ana   Kuzmanovic - About Author:
NARUUKO bracelets are A HREFhttp://naruuko.com/>silver leather bracelets/A> handmade with
high quality natural materials. Real, hand-dyed leather forms the basis of each piece. For more
information please visit: A HREFhttp://naruuko.com/>leather mens bracelets/A>
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